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In the comprehension of textual data, it is critical for people to perceive
relationships between topics. This work explores two approaches that use text
categorizations to reveal underlying relationships: the Overlap approach, which
visualizes overlaps between categories, and the Search approach, which shows
topical search results in the context of categories. The effectiveness of these
approaches is tested using various types of relationship questions. Our results
show that the Overlap approach improves users’ performances in relationship
exploration tasks. Conversely, the Search approach did not show the same
effectiveness, primarily due to the Vocabulary Problem. Design implications are
drawn from the experiment.

Introduction

Comprehending large volumes of textual information is an increasingly common task for
knowledge workers, from intelligence analysts to purchasing agents. It requires an
understanding of basic topics referred to in the texts as well  as the relationships
between those topics. For example, comprehending a set of news stories requires
understanding not only the "who, what, where, and when" of the stories (the people,
events, countries, etc.), but also understanding their interre lationships (e.g. Did a coup
in a country affect the later election? Did any other countries get involved in the coup?)
In this paper, we explore how categories built upon textual information can help people



in exploring such relationships. 

Categorization is often an essential step when attempting to make sense of large
quantities of textual information. Manual categorizations have a long history, ranging
from library classifications (Dewey, LOC), to subject classification systems used in
medicine and science, to more recent social tagging mechanisms. In recent decades
many computer-based approaches have been explored including automatic clustering
and classifications of texts. In both cases, such categorizations enable people to quickly
skim through the data and understand the main topics in it. 

Categories should be similarly useful in understanding relationships between the topics.
By laying out the basic topics of the data set, categories provide a useful and often
visualizable infrastructure for further relational analysis. In this paper, we explore two
distinct approaches - the Overlap approach and the Search approach - that use
category information to reveal collocations of topics, i.e., documents which contain
multiple topics and hence likely discuss relationships between them.

The Overlap Approach

Since the categories represent different topics in a set of texts, the overlap or
intersection between different categories comprises documents mentioning multiple
topics. Displaying such overlaps makes available texts particularly be helpful in
relationship exploration tasks. For example, any news articles detailing both a coup
attempt and a subsequent election might provide useful information on how these two
events were related. 

The overlaps between categories are common in multi-faceted categorization, where
each facet is used to represent the data from a different perspective. For example, a set
of news articles can be organized into several categorical schemas based on facets
such as event-type, geo-political region, or chronology. The overlap of categories from
different categorical schemas reflects relationships between separate facets of the data.
For example, the overlaps between an event category and a country-category might
provide information about the involvement of the corresponding country in the
corresponding event. 

Even within the same categorical schema, there may be overlaps between categories.
For example, when we organize news articles into categories representing different
events, one article can be assigned to several categories if i t mentions multiple events.
The overlaps then suggest there may be relationships between the different events.

The Search Approach

As an alternative, consider a hybrid system that has both pre-categorization outlining the



main topics in a collection of texts, and full text search. The results of a search, when
understood in the context of the categorization, reveals documents mentioning both the
query topic and the categorical topics. Such documents may provide useful information
on the relationship between the corresponding topics. For example, a query detailing a
news event viewed in the context of the country-based categorical schema can inform
about the involvement of different countries in this news event. Therefore, enabling
people to see the search results in the context of the categor ies can be beneficial in
relationship exploration tasks. 

We are motivated to explore the hybrid Search approach for several reasons: 1) Insofar
as many information systems still enforce exclusive categorizations on textual data
(either by human-drawn criteria or machine learning algorithms), search provides a
suitable solution for discovering the collocation of topics in  those systems. 2) Users can
choose the search topic freely in their relationship exploration task, allowing them to test
various hypotheses without being restricted to existing categories. 3) Search is a
popular tool in current information systems. Therefore it has a low learning cost for
users. 

The paper proceeds as follows: First we review the literature on related techniques and
systems that help people explore relationships in textual data. Second, we introduce a
system supporting the Overlap and Search approaches. Third, we describe the
evaluation of the effectiveness of the two approaches for helping people explore
relationships in a data set with multi-faceted, non-exclusive categorical schemas.
Finally, we discuss interesting issues raised in the experiment and future work.

Related Work

In this section, two bodies of related work are surveyed brief ly. First we address works
on automatically detecting relationships in textual data. Second, we discuss various
existing visualization techniques that can be used in revealing relationships in
categorized text data. 

Detecting Relationships in Textual Data

Researchers in the Natural Language Processing and Text Mining fields have long been
interested in relationships within textual data. Linguistic models and machine learning
techniques are used in automatically detecting relations, patterns, and structures in
textual data at various granularities. At the word level, relationships among lexical items
can be detected by using grammatical knowledge and statistical  methods on large text
corpora (Hindle, 1990; Hearst 1998). Moving up to the sentence/discourse level, based
on theories of rhetorical and discourse structures (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Polanyi,
1988; Grosz et al, 1995), much work has been done on automatically detecting



relationships between sentences and other discourse units (Marcu and Echibabi, 2002;
Burstein et al. 2003; Chan, 2004). The discourse analysis was also extended to
cross-document relationship modeling and exploration (Radev, 2000; Zhang et al,
2003). 

However, the natural language processing approaches do not easily capture the
underlying high level semantics that make topics, nor the relationships between them.
To explore such relationships, people often attempt softer approaches: using analysis
tools on the data and allowing people to evaluate the existence and types of
relationships. Visualization is the most widely used techniques in such analysis.

Visualizing Relationships in Categorical Data

Visualization is used on large textual data sets primarily to show overviews or patterns in
the data (Wise et al, 1995; Chen et al, 1998; Eick, 1994). However, with the exception of
showing similarities, there has not been much work on revealing relationships between
categories of textual data. Fortunately, many techniques of displaying relationships in
non-textual data can be easily adopted for textual data. Below, we list several of these
visualization techniques. One of them - Brushing & Linking - will be used in our study.

The Brushing & Linking technique (Becker and Cleveland, 1987; Ward and Martin, 1995;
Stolte et al., 2002) is widely used in interactively indicating which parts of one data
display correspond to that of another. When a system shows dif ferent views of the same
set of data, the user can select and highlight a section of data in one view, and the
system visually displays the distribution of the same set of data in another view. It has
been used for categorical comparison to help people perceive d ifferences between
classification schemas (Graham and Kennedy, 2001; Munzner et a l., 2003). The Mosaic
display (Hartigan & Kleiner, 1981; Friendly 1994) visualizes n-way contingency tables.
By portraying table entries as “tiles” whose areas are proport ional to the value in the cell,
it reveals pair-wise relationships between categorical variables (Friendly, 1999). The
Parallel Set (Bendix, 2005) technique shows relationships among multiple categorical
variables. Each variable is represented as a set of boxes representing its different
categorical values, Each box is scaled according to the size of the corresponding
category. The sets of categories for different variables are d isplayed side by side, with
links among them showing the relationships between the variables.

System and Tools

For this study, the Cosen
system [Qu, 1995] was extended to support relationship exploration. Features
supporting representation and manipulation of multi-faceted, nonexclusive categories
were implemented, including: a) A special type of “link file”,  which are pointers to other



documents. Using link files, we can assign a document into dif ferent categories without
creating separate copies. b) Two distinct view options: a single-tree view and a
double-tree view of the multi-faceted categories. In the double tree view, the two
windows are laid side by side (Figure 1(a)), sharing the same underlying data structure,
but having separate controls. Users can choose to view, expand, or collapse different
categories, and conduct different searches in separate windows.

Moreover, special functionalities were designed respectively for the Overlap approach
and the Search approach of relationship exploration. 

1. Brushing & Linking (B&L) functionality for the Overlap approach. We chose the
Brushing & Linking technique to visualize the overlaps between categories.
Compared with other visualization techniques, B&L allows user to set the
visualization interactively, and can be directly implemented on the tree
representations we have in the Cosen system. Using B&L, a user can choose a
set of documents in one or more categories (Brushing) and see how they are
distributed in other categories (Linking). The system highlights the originally
selected documents and their appearance in other categories, thus displaying the
overlaps between the original and other categories. The B&L functionality is
available in both the single-tree and double-tree views. Figure 1(a) shows B&L in
the double-tree view. A user selected file or folders in the left-hand-side tree
window, and can examine the appearance of the corresponding documents under
other folders in the right-hand-side tree window.

1.

2. Searching & Highlighting (S&H) functionality for the Search approach. To search
over a category, the user should first select the category, type a query into the
search field, and click the search button (Searching). If mult iple keywords are
entered, the “AND” operation is presumed among them. All documents containing
the keywords will be highlighted in the categorical view (Highlighting) allowing the
user to see the overlap between the search topic and the categorical topics. The
Searching & Highlighting functionality is available in both the single-tree (Figure
1(b)) and double-tree views.

2.



Figure 1. Functionalities supporting relationship exploration

Experiment Design

An experiment was designed to assess the effectiveness of the Overlap and Search
approaches in relationship exploration. We developed a task requiring comprehending
relationships in a set of news articles. The news articles were organized into
multi-faceted non-exclusive categories such that the both approaches could be used on
them. Questions about relationships between topics were asked.  The score of the
answer and the time spent on the task were used as measurements of users’
performance.

Participants and Experiment Groups

Thirty nine graduate students from the University of Michigan, School of Information
were randomly assigned to three groups. The Overlap group explored relationships by
checking the overlaps between categories using B&L. The Search group explored
relationships by searching on categories using S&H. The Contro l group used only the
basic tree browser and the text reader functionality 

During pilot testing, users preferred the double-tree view when using the B&L
functionality, which allowed them to view the two intersecting categories side by side.
However, they preferred the single-tree view when using the S&H functionality because
they did not need to compare categories. We used these corresponding preferred
modes in the experiment. The control group used the simple single-tree view. 

Data Set

The data set was one hundred news articles on Azerbaijan taken from the Giga-Word
corpus collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium. These articles were manually
placed into two distinct categorical schemas. One was event or iented with categories
such as “parliamentary election”, “subway accident”, etc.; the other was country oriented
with categories such as “Russia”, “Turkey”, etc. The events and the countries were



selected by human judges who read all the news articles. The criterion of categorization
was that, if an article mentioned a country or an event, it was put under that category.
The categories within schema were not mutually exclusive: if an article mentioned
several countries or events, it was placed under all of the relevant categories.. We
asked participants to assume for the purposes of the study tha t the categorization was
correct and complete, i.e., that everything in the data set re lating to a country or an
event was under the corresponding folder. The effects of this strong assumption are
explored in the Discussion section.

Task and Performance Assessment

Participants were asked a sequence of questions about relationships between topics
(countries and events) in the news set and used their assigned version of the system to
help answer the questions. A time limit was set for each quest ion. Time spent on each
question was recorded and answers were graded by two scorers, with the mean value
used in analyses. 

Question Set

Below we show all the questions used on in the experiment. All questions were about
relationships between topics that have corresponding categories in the data set, except
the first two baseline questions (Q1 asked about a simple fact , Q2 asked about a
relationship evolving topics that do not have corresponding categories). The Overlap
group and the Search group may have advantages in answering these questions except
the baseline ones. Inside the parentheses following the question ID (Q1-Q11), we have
names of the questioned topics (mostly the same as the name of  the associated
category), and question types. All the italic words are names of existing categories. The
question types will be explained after showing the list of questions. 

Q1(Baseline question): Who was the president of Azerbaijan in 1994? 

Q2(Baseline question): Azerbaijan had war on the territory of Nagorno Karabakh
with which country? 

Q3(Russia-Coup; Dot question; YesOverlap-YesAnswer question): Do the articles
mention suspicions that Russia got involved in the coup in Azerbaijan in Oct, 1994?

Q4(Georgia-Peace Process in Nagorno Karabakh; Dot question; 
YesOverlap-NoAnswer question): Do the articles mention that Georgia got involved
in the peace process in Nagorno Karabakh?

Q5(Armenia-Subway fire; Dot question; NoOverlap-NoAnswer question): Do the
articles mention suspicions that Armenia got involved in the subway fire in Baku,



1995? 

Q6(Coups-Oil routes; Dot question; NoOverlap-NoAnswer question): Do the articles
mention that coups in Azerbaijan influenced the negotiation of  oil routes?

Q7(Subway fire-Election; Dot question; YesOverlap-NoAnswer question): Do the
articles mention any evidence that the subway fire was related to the parliament
election two weeks later? 

Q8(Georgia-Turkey-Oil route; Dot questions; YesOverlap-YesAnswer question;
three-topic relationship question): In the choices of oil route, did Georgia and 
Turkey have shared interests or conflicting interests, or none of them?

Q9(Election-countries; Line question; including YesOverlap-NoAnswer, 
NoOverlap-NoAnswer sub questions): Do the articles mention any evidence that
any of the following countries tried to influence the election in Azerbaijan: Russia, 
United State, Turkey, Iran, Armenia? 

Q10(Great Britain-events; Line question; including YesOverlap-YesAnswer,
YesOverlap-NoAnswer, NoOverlap-NoAnswer sub questions): According to the
articles, Great Britain got involved in which of the following Azerbaijan issues: Oil 
deal, Peace process of Nagorno Karabakh, Election, Subway fire, Coup?

Q11(United State-Russia-events; Area question; including YesOverlap-YesAnswer,
YesOverlap-NoAnswer, NoOverlap-NoAnswer sub questions; three-topic
relationship question): In which of the following events did both Russia and United
State get involved in: Oil deal, Peace process of Nagorno Karabakh, Election,
Subway fire, Coup? 

The question set contains various types of questions with different properties. Using
them, we explore the strengths and weaknesses of each relationship exploration
approach in answering different types of questions. 

First, the questions may differ in complexity level. We illustrate this in Figure 2, placing
existing topics (associated with categories) on both the x and y axes. There are
questions asking about the relationship between two individual  topics, whose answer
resides in a “dot” (the crossover of two individual topics) in the diagram (“Dot” questions,
Q3-8). There are questions asking about relationships between one topic and many
other topics, whose answer resides in many “dots” over a “line” (“Line” questions, Q9,
Q10). There are also questions asking about relationship between many topics and
many other topics, whose answer resides in many “dots” over an “area” (“Area”
question, Q11). Generally, “Dot” questions are easier than “Line” questions, and “Line”
questions are easier than “Area” questions.



Figure 2. Different complexity of questions

We expected that both the Overlap and Search approaches would prove useful in
answering “Dot” and “Line” questions. Notice that for the “Line” questions, both
approaches can easily reveal the relationship between one topic (represented by a
category or a query) and many other topics (represented by many categories). However,
we were not optimistic about the “Area” questions because there is no easy way for
either approach to compare different lines in the area.

In addition to varying complexity, the questions also differ in regards to the existence (or
non-existence) of the overlap between relevant categories and the existence (or
non-existence) of the questioned relationships. For some quest ions, the overlap of the
relevant categories is not empty and the questioned relationship indeed exists, so that
the answer to the question is “Yes” (“YesOverlap-YesAnswer” questions, Q3, Q8). For
some questions, the overlap of the questioned categories is not empty, but the
questioned relationship does not exist, so that the answer is “No”
(“YesOverlap-NoAnswer” questions, Q4, Q7). For some questions, the overlap of the
two relevant categories is empty. Based on our assumptions that everything related to a
topic is put into the corresponding category, the questioned relationship does not exist.
Therefore the answer is “No” (“NoOverlap-NoAnswer” questions, Q5, Q6). The “Line” or
“Area” questions can usually be decomposed into a set of “YesOverlap-YesAnswer”,
“YesOverlap-NoAnswer”, and “NoOverlap-NoAnswer” questions.

We expected both the Overlap and Search groups to have better performance than the
Control group on “NoOverlap-NoAnswer” questions since ideally, people using the
Overlap and Search approaches will see there is no intersection between the
questioned topics without reading the articles. The performance of the Overlap and
Search groups on “YesOverlap-YesAnswer” and “YesOverlap-NoAnswer” questions



may depend on the size of the overlap or search results compared with the size of the
categories.

In the experiment, we also included questions about relationships involving more than
two topics (three-topic relationship questions) to explore whether the approaches help
with such questions. 

Minimizing the Carry-Over Effect

The questions are not independent of each other. For example, both Q3 and Q6 ask
about coups, both Q8 and Q4 ask about Georgia, and the “Line” and “Area” questions
refer to many topics mentioned in the “Dot” questions. Therefore, answering one
question may benefit answering another. We put the questions into four groups
according to the question complexity: baseline questions (Q1-2), “Dot” questions (Q3-8),
“Line” questions (Q9, Q10), and “Area” Questions (Q11). To minimize the carry-over
effect, we asked the questions in order of increasing complexi ty (the greater the
complexity of a question the more topics it covers, thus it has a bigger carry-over effect
than other questions). Within each group, the questions were asked in a random order.

Data Collection

In the experiment, we not only asked participants to give simple “yes” or “no” answers,
but required them to provide evidence to support the answer. We recorded the answer,
the evidence, as well as the elapsed time for each question. Additionally, a logging tool
within the system recorded various activities conducted by the participant while
answering each question, including: reading articles, using B&L or S&H operations, etc..
In a short interview after the experiment, we asked participants about difficulties in using
the system and in finishing the task.

Data Analysis and Results

In this section, we first assess the performances of different  groups using the time they
spent and the scores they have on the questions. Then, we perform a closer
investigation into what different groups did to answer the questions, in order to explain
their performances in the experiment. Several interesting issues are raised as well.

Performance Assessment

Performance assessment based on time

Figure 3 shows the average time spent on each question by each group. Overall the
Overlap group spent significantly less time than the Search group and the Control group
(p=0.04, p=0.008 respectively, one-way ANOVA, between groups, multiple comparison).
There is no significant difference between the Search group and Control group.



Figure 3. Average time spent on each questions by each group

A further examination on the data showed the performance of the three groups varied in
answering different types of relationship questions. 

First, checking participants’ performances on question groups of different difficulty
levels, we found that the Overlap group outperformed the Control Group on “Dot”
questions(Q3-8) (p = 0.02, one-way ANOVA) and “Line” questions(Q9-10) (p<0.001,
one-way ANOVA) as we predicted. However, the Search group was not significantly
faster than the Control group on either “Dot” questions or “Line” questions. There is no
significant difference among groups on the baseline questions (Q1-2) and “Area”
questions(Q12).

Second, in the set of “Dot” questions, we analyzed the group performances on
“YesOverlap-YesAnswer”, “YesOverlap-NoAnswer” and “NoOverlap-NoAnswer”
questions respectively. For “NoOverlap-NoAnswer” questions (Q5, Q6), the Overlap
group spent significantly less time than the Search group (p=0.03) and the Control group
(p=0.01) respectively, while there was no significant difference between the Search and
Control groups. For “YesOverlap-NoAnswer” questions (Q4, Q7), the Overlap group
showed the trend of spending less time than the Control group (p=0.1), while there was
no significant difference between the Search group and the Control group. However, for
Q7, we found two participants in the Control group spent out the limited time for the
question (10 minutes). Were there no limit on the time, there might have been a
significant difference between the Overlap and Control groups. For
“YesOverlap-YesAnswer” questions (Q3, Q8), there was no signif icant difference among
groups.



Third, we checked questions asking about relationships involving three topics (Q8, Q11)
and there was no significant difference between groups. 

In our experiment, a time limit was set for each question (5 minutes for Q1-2; 10 minutes
for Q3-8; 20 minutes for Q9-11). However, the caps are high enough so that few people
actually used up their time in the experiment. Were the limit removed, our findings would
remain the same except for Q7, as discussed previously. 

Performance assessment based on scores

In our experiment, the score of the answers was another measure of the performances.
We graded participants’ answers for each question. In an attempt to reflect the relative
difficulty of the different question types, the baseline quest ions were worth 3 points
apiece; the “Dot” questions 5 points apiece; and the “Line” and “Area” questions 10
points apiece. The average scores of each group for each quest ion are shown in Figure
4.

Figure 4. Score comparison of the three groups on each question

Since we set high caps on time limits, participants had fairly  high scores. The
differences among group scores are not as obvious as the time differences. Overall, the
Overlap group had higher scores than the Search group (p=0.05,  one-way ANOVA).
However there was no significant difference between the Overlap group and Control
group, or the Search group and Control group. 

After closely inspecting each question type, the only type of questions which induced



significant differences between the groups were the “Line” questions (Q9, Q10). To our
surprise, both the Overlap and Control groups had significantly higher scores than the
Search group (with p<0.001, p=0.03 respectively).

In summary, the Overlap approach did help in relationship exploration by shortening the
time to answer “Dot” and “Line” questions. It was most efficient in answering
“NoOverlap-NoAnswer” questions. Conversely, the Search group did not improve the
performance in terms of either time or score.

Next, by taking a close look at what participants did to answer the questions, we explain
why the Search approach did not help in this task and raise several interesting issues in
relationship exploration. 

Close Investigation of the Search Group

In this section, we seek explanation of the inefficiency of the Search approach in our
experiment by analyzing the activities of participants in relationship exploration.

Figure 5 shows the number of articles read by each group for each question in the
experiment. We can see that the Search group read fewer articles than the Control
group, as we expected (because the size of search results is smaller than the original
category). However, comparing Figure 5 with Figure 3, we see that the differences
between the Search group and the Control group on the time spent on each question
are much smaller than the differences on the number of articles read. So, something
other than reading the articles may have slowed the Search group. 

Figure 5. Number of articles read by each group for each quest ion



One reasonable explanation is that the Search group spent extra time proposing queries
and skimming through the article titles appearing in the search results. Figure 6 shows
the average number of queries (with duplicates) submitted on each question by the
Search group. For those questions with a sizable difference between the number of
articles read by the Search and Control groups and with a much smaller difference
between the time spent by the two groups (Q5, Q6, Q9, Q10 and Q11), the number of
queries submitted by the Search group was large. Therefore, participants in the Search
group probably spent considerable amounts of time searching, thus losing the time
gained by reading fewer articles. 

Figure 6. Number of queries asked on each questions

A closer examination of the log data indicates that participants in the Search group
faced the Vocabulary Problem (Furnas et al., 1987): since there may be many different
words used in the news articles referring to the same topic, one keyword search on that
topic may not retrieve all the relevant document. Additionally, it is usually difficult for a
person to recall all the synonyms on a topic and even harder for him to know whether he
has exhausted all possible keywords. In the experiment, we observed that some
participants in the Search group kept trying different search keywords, hesitating to stop
searching. At the same time some participants stopped their search too early such that
they did not try the “correct” keyword, and thus missed the evidence. This is probably



the reason for the lower score of the Search group on the “Line” questions (Q9, Q10).
For example, one subject searched “Great Britain” for Q10 (Britain vs. several events)
and missed the article containing evidence for one of the choice, which used only
“Britain” but not “Great Britain”.

Close Investigation of the Overlap Group

The Overlap group outperformed the Control group as we predicted. In this section, a
detailed analysis of the reading load for the Overlap group and the Control group raise
several interesting issues behind the scenes. 

Table 1. The estimated number of articles to be read and the real number read to
answer each question 

Overlap 
group - 

estimated

Overlap 
group - 

real

Control 
group - 

estimated

Control 
group - 

real

Q3 Russia-Coup; Dot; 
YesOverlap-YesAnswer

<9 2.2 <17 6.3

Q4 Georgia-Peace Process of 
Nagorno Karabakh; Dot;
YesOverlap-NoAnswer

4 6.8 10 8.3

Q5 Armenia-Subway fire; Dot; 
NoOverlap-NoAnswer

0 3.2 17 13.3

Q6 Coups-Oil routes; Dot; 
NoOverlap-NoAnswer

0 6 9 10.8

Q7 Subway fire-Election; Dot; 
YesOverlap-NoAnswer

2 4.3 17 8.2

Q8 Georgia-Turkey-Oil route; Dot; 
YesOverlap-YesAnswer

<9 4.1 <9 4.9

Q9 Election-countries; Line 2 7.9 17 23.4

Q10 Great Britain-events; Line <13 7.3 14 16

Q11 United State-Russia-events; 
Area

<34 7.8 <43 15.6

Table 1 shows the estimated number of articles that must be read to answer each
relationship question, and the number of articles actually read by the Overlap and the
Control group. For the Overlap group, the number of articles that must be read
depended mainly on the number of overlapping articles between different categories.
For “YesOverlap-YesAnswer” questions (Q3, Q8), the number of articles that must be
read is less than the number of the overlapping articles because the participant may



have found the articles containing the evidence before reading all overlapping articles.
For “YesOverlap-NoAnswer” (Q4, Q7) questions, the number of articles that must be
read is equal to the number of overlapping articles, because participants needed to
check all the overlapping articles to make sure no evidence existed. For
“NoOverlap-NoAnswer” (Q5, Q6) questions, since there was no overlap between the two
relevant categories, the participant could answer “No” to the question without reading
any articles. For more complicated questions (Q9-11) we decomposed the questions
into “YesOverlap-YesAnswer”, “YesOverlap-NoAnswer”, “NoOverlap-NoAnswer”
sub-questions and estimated the reading work load. For the Control Group, the work
load is estimated by counting the number of articles in the re levant category of the
smallest size. For example, for Q3 (Russia-Coup), the “Russia” category contains 38
articles, the “Coups” category contains 17. The answer of the question resides in both
categories (in the overlap), therefore, the participant needs only to go through the
category of smaller size to answer the question. And since the evidence exists for Q3,
the estimated work load for the Control Group is less than 17.

One interesting observation from Table 1 is that participants in the Overlap group read
more than necessary for many questions (Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, and Q9). Furthermore, those
questions had one important commonality: they all had the “No” answer (Q9 has
sub-questions that have “No” answers). It appears when there is no overlap between
relevant categories or when participants could not find the questioned relationship in the
overlap, they were hesitant to say no and read more articles outside the overlap to
check for the existence of the relationship. Our interview with the participants confirmed
this conjecture. Moreover, we found that this unwillingness to stop resulted from the lack
of trust of the categories built by other people (the experimenters, in this case) or a
system. When no relationship was found, people often suspected some important
information was not put in the correct category, and thus was not shown in the overlap.
The lack of trust in the categorizations may also affect the performance of the other two
groups. For example, in Table 1, we see participants in the Control group also
sometimes read more than necessary (Q6, Q9, Q10).

Another interesting observation is that, for the Control group, there are several questions
in which people read less then necessary (Q4, Q5, Q7). We suspect this resulted from
the carry-over effect - some articles had been read when answering previous questions
so that they did not need to be read again. This carry-over ef fect may be more obvious
in the Control Group than in other groups because those partic ipants read more for each
question. For many questions, they theoretically needed to read through the whole
category to answer the question. Therefore, the fact that they went though a category
for a previous question could very possibly benefit later questions related to the same
categories. We also suspect that the carry-over effect not only decreased the number of
articles read in latter questions, but also shortened the average time to read each article



as time passed by. Further investigation is needed to understand the carry-over effect.

Discussion

In the experiment, the Overlap approach helped people answer relationship questions
faster, while the Search approach did not show the same effect iveness. In this section,
we take a closer look at the underlying differences between the two approaches.

First, how quickly and completely the two approaches can reveal topic collocations are
influenced by different factors. For the Overlap approach, the quality of the categories is
a crucial factor. If the categories are well built (each matches a topic, containing
everything relevant and nothing irrelevant) one Brushing & Linking operation (Overlap
approach) would show all the collocations of the questioned topics. If the categories are
not well built, the effectiveness of this approach will be impaired. For the Search
approach, besides the quality of the categories, the vocabulary problem limits its
effectiveness heavily. When there are many synonyms for a topic, it takes several
Searching & Highlighting operations on a category to reveal al l the topic collocations.
Failure to exhaust all possible keywords could result in missing topic collocations.

Second, the different characteristics of the two approaches mentioned above lead to
different human behaviors in using the approaches. In our experiment, we found that
relationship exploration is much more than simply finding the correct categories or
keywords and performing the B&L or S&H operations. It is a continuous process
involving many decisions by the user. The two most important decisions that affect
people’s performance are: whether to trust the result when no relationship is found, and
whether to continue the exploration.

Trust or distrust the result. When the system shows the collocations of topics, the
user checks the topic collocations for relationships. If he finds the questioned
relationship, the task is finished. If not, he needs to decide whether he trusts the
results or not - is there really no such relationship? Or did the system miss some
important information due to the quality of the categories or the Vocabulary
Problem? This decision is made based on people’s assessment of  the category
quality, and estimation of the coverage of the keywords. If they believe the
category is not well built, or there are many synonyms for the topics, then they
may suspect the system failed to show the relationships as a consequence.

1.

Continue or stop the exploration. When a person suspects the relationship exists
but it is not shown by the result of B&L or S&H operations, he needs to decide if he
wants to continue the exploration and what to do next. What people will do and
how much more time and effort they will spend depends on the costs/benefits of
their choices. For the Overlap approach, the relationship information can be
missed when one of the relevant categories does not include al l the relevant

2.



articles. To find the missed information, people could check the non-overlapping
part of the relevant categories (with relatively low cost), and then check other
places (with relatively high cost). For the Search approach, relationship information
can be missed either because the previous queries have not covered all the topic
collocations, or because the category dose not include all the  relevant articles.
Therefore the user could choose to try new queries on the relevant category (with
relatively low cost) or check documents outside the relevant category (with
relatively high cost). 

In our experiment, when participants could not confirm the questioned relationship, they
intended to continue the exploration. We observed people in the Search group
conducted more searches, and people in the Overlap group read more articles.
Participants in the Search group were more hesitant to stop since they were not sure
whether they had exhausted the synonyms, and the cost of conducting new searches
was relatively low. Although they spent longer time in the task compared to the Overlap
group, some people still missed the correct answer because they stopped trying
different queries too early.

In summary, the characteristics of the two approaches lead to different human behaviors
in using the approaches. Together, they account for the dissimilar performances in our
experiment. 

Design Implications

The understanding of the relationship exploration processes leads to several design
implications: 

First, the quality of the categories and the Vocabulary Problem were the factors heavily
influencing the effectiveness of the Overlap and Search approaches. A system
implementing these approaches for relationship exploration should provide information
about these factors so that users can correctly assess the qua lity of the result. For
example, a system could inform users how the categories are generated, informing
users as to the quality of the categories. The system should a lso remind users about the
existence of the Vocabulary Problem when they search, or even provide possible
synonyms. 

Second, the experiment shows that relationship exploration does not end after the first
try. People may not be satisfied with the current results and decide to continue. Thus, a
relationship exploration system should provide support for this continuous process. For
example, it could record intermediate results and activity histories (e.g., a list of read
documents or submitted queries) to help users track their progress.

Third, the relationship exploration systems are often aimed at helping users quickly



answer questions without significant reading. However, more background reading will
give people more contextual knowledge and better comprehension of the data, which
may bring about long-term benefits. Therefore, it will be helpful to add tools to extract
contextual information and summarize background information. 

Conclusion and Future Work

Perceiving relationships is an important step leading toward a deeper understanding of
textual data. In this work, we explored two approaches of using category information in
relationship exploration of textual data: the Overlap approach and the Search approach.
We conducted an experiment to investigate their effectiveness in solving different types
of relational questions. Our results show that the Overlap approach indeed helped in
exploring relationships in categorical data. At the same time, the Search approach did
not improve users’ performance mainly because of the Vocabulary Problem.

This work is a first step in investigating how to design tools to facilitate exploring
relationships in textual data using category information. There remain several topics for
future exploration, including: 1) Exploring more efficient approaches to help with
answering complicated relationship questions, such as “Area” questions and three-topic
relationship questions; and 2) Testing the effectiveness of the Search approach on a
large scale dataset, to see if the time saved by reducing the reading load will exceed the
time spent on conducting searches.
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